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ABSTRACT Finding methods to represent multiple types of nodes in heterogeneous networks is both
challenging and rewarding as there is much less work in this area compared to that of homogeneous
networks. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to learn node embedding for heterogeneous networks
through a joint learning framework of both network links and text associated with nodes. A novel attention
mechanism is also used to make good use of text extended through links to obtain much larger network
context. Link embedding is first learned through a random walk based method to process multiple types
of links. Text embedding is separately learned at both sentence level and document level to capture
salient semantic information more comprehensively. Then, both types of embeddings are jointly fed
into a hierarchical neural network model to learn node representation through mutual enhancement. The
attention mechanism follows linked edges to obtain context of adjacent nodes to extend context for node
representation. The evaluation on a link prediction task in a heterogeneous network dataset shows that our
method outperforms the current state-of-the-art method by 2.5% to 5.0% in AUC values with p-value less
than 10 9 , indicating very significant improvement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, networks are ubiquitous and many applications
need to mine information within these networks. Network applications include DNA networks in biology [1]–[3], friendship/follower networks in social sciences [4]–[7], Internet
of Things [8], [9], and word co-occurrence networks in
linguistics [10]–[12], etc. With the wide use of networks in
modeling and applications, network embedding, a method to
use fixed dimension vectors to represent nodes in a network,
becomes a hot research topic [6], [13]–[15] [16]–[19].
According to the unitarity of node characters or features,
there are two types of networks: homogeneous networks
and heterogeneous networks. A homogeneous network only
consists of one type of nodes and behaviors. A heterogeneous
network contains different types of nodes. In many heterogeneous networks, especially user related networks, users (the
subjects of behaviors) and products (the objects of behaviors)
are commonly regarded as two different types of nodes.
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Previous tasks in network embedding mostly focus on homogeneous networks. Different methods are proposed such
as matrix factorization [20], random walk [14], and neural
networks [21]. For homogeneous networks, the use of text
information as context data is also common. Due to the
complexity of this issues, few studies work on network
embedding of heterogeneous networks. In heterogeneous
networks, we consider it particularly important to leverage on
both link information and other types of information such as
text for product description and comments written by friends
in social networks. Link information is considered naturally
structured as a graph. Text information, on the other hand, is
often free-structured or semi-structured [22].
To integrate link structure and text in the same network,
two main issues need to be addressed: the first issue is how to
learn node representation by integrating link information and
text content coherently; the second issue is how to distinguish
different types of nodes in the representation framework. This
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